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Introduction 

 

Increasingly participatory techniques are being used not only in the field of community 

development but also in researches undertaken at the community level. There are many 

experiences of various participatory methods being used across the world. Quite often the 

choice of the method is based on the task at hand and the context in which it is being 

used. This report looks at some of the common research techniques that are used for 

information gathering and for studying qualitative aspects of community. We assess the 

level of usefulness to the current task of understanding the common knowledge, values 

and perceptions of sustainable forest management and looks at the participatory quality of 

these. 

 

We look at some of the commonly used methods to investigate a social context. With 

reference to these methods we look at Q Method which has been adopted for our 

research. The main criteria of selection of these methods are the extensive use of these 

methods by the community and researchers for a variety of reasons. We look at the use 

and applicability of these methods for developing an understanding of values and 

perceptions of the community and its use in developing natural resource management 

strategies. While there are a host of methods that people have used and available for use 

like Galileo method, structured decision making etc. here we look at few of the 

commonly used methods both by researchers and community, namely: 

 

1. Focus Group Meetings 

2. Workshops 

3. Semi structured interviews 

4. Surveys 

5. Q Method 

  

 

 

Focus Group Meetings 

 

Focus group meetings are often conducted by communities and researchers. In this 

method a group of individuals are asked to express opinions on a specific topic. These are 

often conducted in an informal setting so that the respondents, normally in the range of 6 

to 12, can be relaxed and discuss freely. These meeting are facilitated by one person but 
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could also have an assistant who may take minutes of the meeting. The meeting is used to 

explore attitudes of people, values, perceptions, preferences and sometimes even for 

consensus building. This method is not generally used for evaluation. The method lies 

somewhere between participant observation, which allows for a total focus on the 

respondent making it a more in-depth but less controlled method and the structured 

interview, which may end up not attending to the respondents concern at all.  

 

Focus group meeting are also an inexpensive way of discussing on topics that are 

predetermined. This method allows for flexibility and can include discussions on a range 

of aspects within a framework. This allows for discussion to be carried at length based on 

the moderators assessment of the situation. A focus discussion could throw up new ideas 

and issues. The group may not only come up with a range of individual opinions but also 

as they interact they may end up learning from others as well. These meetings typically 

have duration of 1 to 2 hours but can be extended if there are short breaks. 

Unlike a normal meeting, the focus group will have its members invited. This is done to 

make sure that there is a variety in the group and different groups’ representation. The 

aim of the discussion is to get a range of response from the group on a given topic. The 

more varied the group the more it is expected that the response of the individual member 

could tend to be different. The category can be based on age, gender, education levels, 

experience or any other that is relevant to the situation. 

Since the focus group is designed to get the respondents opinion it may include even 

those aspects that may not be valid or true like hearsay. The information gathered is more 

or less qualitative and require further research to relate it to the larger population. In 

essence these results cannot be directly used for predicting or attributing to the larger 

population. The results are often the initial steps for more in-depth gathering of 

information using other methods. 

 

Workshops 

Workshops are structured group meetings. These meetings could have a much larger 

number of individuals and possibly a number of different stakeholders. The individuals 

assemble to discuss on a specific topic or a range of topics under a broader theme. These 

individuals are mostly either involved or actively working on the topics of discussion. 

They may also encompass individuals who may be affected by the decisions of the group 

or would like to influence the development of the issues that are being discussed. 

Workshops can be conducted at different stages of a research project. It can be an initial 

workshop to let the community members know about the research, make them aware of 

why it is being conducted and how it could be useful etc. It could also be used as a forum 

for consensus building. This could be as different as consensus building for conducting 

the research to a workshop at the end of the research to get a consensus on the outcome of 

the research. 
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In a new research setting, a workshop can help in making an informed decision about the 

priorities of the community. This is specifically useful if the research objectives are being 

defined with community input. This allows for the community to contribute to the design 

of the research increasing its relevancy and possible use of the research outcome. By 

doing so, the research also build on a basis of trust and relationship for further individual 

based research methods like surveys.   

A major disadvantage of this kind of meeting is the cost involved and the effort to get 

people to the workshop. Since this is a matter of individual interest, much effort is 

required if a stand alone workshop is to be conducted for a research. It is possible though 

to tag on such workshops with communities other regular meetings or get-togethers 

which could generally attract much more people without too much effort or incentive on 

the part of the researcher. 

 

Semi-structured Interviews 

These interviews are variations from the survey technique in the sense that these are more 

participatory in nature. They are more like guided conversations, where the researcher 

has a framework and a list of questions. The questions tend to be probing and could lead 

to respondents sharing information which could lead to further questions not in the list. 

Hence based on the response by the respondent the researcher is able continue with the 

questions till a much clearer understanding of the issue emerges. This also allows for the 

respondent the flexibility to discuss on topics relevant to them within the context of the 

larger framework of the researcher.  

For this kind of interview to be successful it is necessary for the researcher to be 

reasonably prepared with the subject and if possible have information about the local 

situation from previous studies if possible. Questions could be prepared in such a way 

that these can cover a range of response from different types of respondents. Depending 

on the situation and progress of the discussion they become handy for the occasion for in-

depth probing. Because this is a more conversational in nature there is more 

communication between the researcher and the respondent. The respondents may also ask 

questions and this could be a learning experience as well. Hence, this can be used for 

giving as well as receiving information. 

Semi structured interviews help in getting specific qualitative as well as quantitative 

information from the selected sample. The researcher gets an in-depth understanding on 

specific areas that are being investigated. It is possible that the respondent not only 

answers the questions that are being asked but also give reasons for the answer. At the 

same time the researcher is also able to get a broader understanding of the subject being 

researched. If the questions are framed in an appropriate manner and asked at the 

appropriate time, it is possible to get good response to sensitive questions as well. 
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Surveys  

Surveys are typically not considered participatory tools of research. Interestingly 

however many communities consider this as an important tool as it allows each and every 

member in the community an equal opportunity to give feed back to make their opinion 

heard. In such cases the questions are mailed out to the respondent and the answers 

received are tabulated. In a community which is sensitive to include everyone in the 

community discourse, and be seen as unbiased, giving everyone an opportunity to voice 

their opinion may seem as an important objective. It is for this reason that survey as a 

method has been included here. 

Surveys in general are focused with questions in predetermined order and quite often 

with predetermined options for answering. The answers could be a limited number of 

options that is already part of the questions. Combined with an open ended question, 

however, structured and predetermined questions allow for some amount of flexibility. 

Despite this flexibility it is still difficult to incorporate in-depth probing of the answer 

based on the response. This is specially a limitation if the questionnaire is administered 

remotely by post or by other means where there is no interaction between the researcher 

and the respondent. 

One of the major issues in survey method is researcher bias in the design of the survey. 

While this issue exists with other methods as well, it is of added importance as the 

response that is sought is expected to be unbiased. While a survey sent out by mail 

reduces this aspect, it could however increase the issue of the respondent not 

understanding the question correctly and not realizing it as well.  

 

Q Method 

Q Method incorporates a number of methods mentioned above and includes a 

mathematical way to calculate the responses by the community. This method has so far 

been used in a limited way in social science and has been more in the confines of 

academic enquiry rather than as tool used by communities to attempt it on their own. One 

of the major limitations is the difficulty in mastering the software tool associated with Q 

and the skills needed to interpret the results.  This tool and much other information is 

available on the web site of the International Society for the Scientific Study of 

Subjectivity (2009).  This report’s reference section contains a selection of the main 

references on the Q method. 

Q Method contains a series of steps. The first is to have a workshop or a focussed group 

meeting. This step is to gain a better understanding of the subject being discussed and 

prepare statements that reflect the current discussion of the topic. Hence statements that 

reflect the broad discussions within the subject area are recorded during the workshop. 

The statements need not be based only on workshop; it could also be based on literature 

review, relevant researches on the subject within the community, news items and any 
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other source which can contribute to it. These conversation and discussion amoung the 

community on the topic of interest is called the ‘concourse’. The statements are 

intentionally categorized so that the sentences that are selected include as much variation 

in sentences as possible on the subject.  

These statements could be ranked by one or more individuals. Preferably a stratified 

sample to capture the range of variation within the community is a good option. Hence 

theoretically the number of respondents is less important compared to other methods. The 

ranking can be from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’. It is typical to have a range of 

five to seven levels with one neutral column in the middle. These are given values with 

the neutral column given a ‘0’ value. If the rating is say strongly disagree, disagree, 

neutral, agree, strongly agree would have values -2, -1, 0, +1, +2 respectively. The 

method also advices to have a ‘normalized distribution’ of these statements. This means 

that the set of cards are distributed amoung these columns in a symmetric way with the 

maximum number of statements under the neutral or ‘0’ column with progressive 

decrease in number on either side. 

The sorting is done into a priority by each of the respondents. The respondent is 

encouraged to ‘speak his or her mind’ as they sort the statements. This helps in 

understanding the reason behind the priority. This is very similar to a semi-structured 

interview allowing for discussion of the statement in relation to the respondent. An 

interview is also conducted after the sorting to see if there are any missing issues or 

opinions not expressed in the set of statements. These values are input in the open source 

Q software and analysis gives patterns of agreement amoung the individuals.  

One of the main issues in Q is to develop a set of statements relevant to the topic that is 

clear, without multiple meanings and capturing the entire range of discussion existing 

within the population being studied. There is a certain level of literacy required for 

administering as the statements have to be read and deciphered by the respondents. 

A major advantage is that there is very less researcher bias during interaction with the 

respondents. The information for statements is collected from the community and 

administered back to the community. The ranking of statements can be done entirely by 

the respondent even without the researcher. The process allows for researcher respondent 

interaction, probing and discussion. The analysis of data uses robust statistical tools that 

give helps quantify the qualitative aspect of such information.  
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